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FAN CONTROLLED AM BIENT AIR COOLING O F EQUIPMENT

IN A CONTROLLED AIRFLOW ENVIRONMENT

BACKGROUND

[0001] Controlled airflow environments, such as certain data centers, cellular towers, and the

like, can be designed t o house a large number of heat generating equipment, such as

computer servers, network switches, and other computing devices. Excessive heat

within such an environment can, for example, cause electronic components to not

perform correctly, corrupt data on the electronic component, or damage the electronic

component. In some cases, such environments can rely on air conditioners or other

devices to circulate and cool air within the environment.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION O F THE DRAWINGS

[0002] For a detailed description of various examples, reference will now be made to the

accompanying drawings in which:

[0003] FIG. 1 is a diagram of a system within a controlled airflow environment, according t o an

example.

[0004] FIG. 2 is a diagram of a system within a controlled airflow environment, according t o

another example.

[0005] FIG. 3 is a front perspective view of a system with a portion of ductwork removed,

according to another example.

[0006] FIG. 4 is a front perspective view of a system with a portion of ductwork and equipment

housing removed, according to an example.

[0007] FIG. 5 is a bottom perspective of a system with a portion of ductwork and equipment

housing removed, according to an example.

[0008] FIG. 6 is a front view of a thermosiphon, according t o an example.

[0009] FIG. 7 is a flowchart of a method, according t o an example.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0010] The following discussion is directed t o various examples of the disclosure. Although one

or more of these examples may be preferred, the examples disclosed should not be

interpreted, or otherwise used, as limiting the scope of the disclosure, including the

claims. In addition, the following description has broad application, and the discussion

of any example is meant only t o be descriptive of that example, and not intended t o

intimate that the scope of the disclosure, including the claims, is limited to that example.

In the following discussion and in the claims, the terms "including" and "comprising" are

used in an open-ended fashion, and thus should be interpreted t o mean "including, but

not limited to . . . ." The term "approximately" as used herein to modify a value is

intended t o be determined based on the understanding of one of ordinary skill in the

art, and can, for example, mean plus or minus 10% of that value.

[0011] As described above, excessive heat within certain controlled airflow environments can

cause electronic components to not perform correctly, corrupt data on the electronic

component, or damage the electronic component. Although such environments can

use air conditioners to filter, dehumidify, and cool air within the data center in order t o

cool sensitive electronic equipment, it may be undesirably expensive or power-intensive

to rely on air conditioners alone t o cool an entire controlled airflow environment.

According to certain implementations described herein, a separate air system can be

used to flow ambient air from outside the controlled airflow environment within a

sealed ductwork to indirectly cool certain heat generating equipment within the

controlled airflow environment. As a result, in some implementations, ambient air

containing a large amount of particulate or corrosive matter and/or humid air can be

used to assist with cooling since the ambient air is physically isolated from sensitive

equipment within the controlled airflow environment. In some implementations, a

separate air conditioner can be used t o treat air outside of the ductwork according t o

quality standards for use with sensitive equipment in the controlled airflow

environment.

[0012] FIG. 1 is a diagram of an example system 100 in accordance with principles of this

disclosure. As described in further detail below, system 100 includes ductwork 102 t o



convey ambient air 104 from outside a controlled airflow environment 106 (as depicted

with arrows 128 in FIG. 1) t o cool heat generating equipment 108 within controlled

airflow environment 106. As described in further detail below, system 100 further

includes a passive heat exchanger in the form of a thermosiphon 110 connected to

equipment 108 and extending into an interior of ductwork 102 so as t o circulate a heat

transfer medium t o cool equipment 108 by exchanging heat between equipment 108

and ambient air 104 in ductwork 102. As described in further detail below, system 100

further includes a fan 112 t o flow ambient air 104 through ductwork 102, ultimately

emitting ambient air 104 to outside controlled airflow environment 106 (as depicted

with arrows 126 in FIG. 1), with fan 112 being connected to equipment 108 t o allow

equipment 108 t o control the operation of fan 112.

[0013] In some implementations, system 100 can, for example, be used t o leverage outside

ambient air and a passive heat exchanger for indirect, yet targeted, cooling of sensitive

electronic equipment, such as a computer processor mounted t o a circuit board, while

allowing circulated air within a controlled airflow environment to directly cool housings,

non-electronic components, sealed electronic equipment, or other structures that are

less sensitive to particulates, humidity, or other aspects of ambient air. The use of such

a system 100, as well as certain other implementations described herein, can work t o

optimize air usage while minimizing operational costs.

[0014] A suitable controlled airflow environment 106 can, for example, include a substantially

sealed airspace enclosure designed to house heat generating equipment 108. In some

implementations, such environments can be in the form of suitable data center rooms

containing networked computing devices and related infrastructure, such as data center

servers, switches, etc. In some implementations, such environments are in the form of

a room or enclosure for a cellular tower containing one or more telecommunication

servers. Such telecommunication servers can, for example, be used t o control an

antenna or other transmitter, receiver, or transceiver device within the cellular tower,

and other receive and process data received by the cellular tower.

[0015] In some implementations, controlled airflow environment 106 is completely sealed

from air outside the environment. For example, such an environment can be in the form



of a "clean room" in which highly sensitive electronics are housed. In some

implementations, environment 106 includes one or more removable panels or

resealable entry points to allow an operator to access an interior of environment 106.

In some implementations, controlled airflow environment 106 may allow for some air

from outside the environment to enter environment 106. For example, with reference

to an implementation where controlled airflow environment 106 is in the form of a

room within a data center, system 100 may be designed to handle a certain amount of

air introduced t o the room for example due to an open window or open door. As

described further below with respect to the system of FIG. 2, in some implementations,

the controlled airflow environment can additionally include an air conditioner t o treat

and circulate air within the environment. As described below, such circulated air can,

for example, be treated (e.g., filtered and dehumidified) according t o quality standards

for use with equipment within the controlled airflow environment.

As described above, in system 100, ambient air 104 flows from outside a controlled

airflow environment 106 to indirectly cool heat generating equipment 108 within

controlled airflow environment 106 through the use of a passive heat exchanger in the

form of a thermosiphon 110. In some controlled airflow environments 106, air that

interacts with sensitive electronic equipment may be subject to certain standards, such

as standards related to cleanliness, humidity, or temperature. However, system 100 is

designed such that ambient air 104 does not come into direct contact with equipment

108. Instead, ambient air 104 is used t o cool equipment 108 via the use of a passive

heat exchanger, which can be in the form of a thermosiphon 110 designed t o interact

with untreated ambient air 104. The use of such untreated ambient air can result in

decreased energy costs for operating equipment 108 within controlled airflow

environment 106. For example, energy that would be used by controlled airflow

environment 106 for filtering, dehumidifying, and cooling air may be stored or used for

other purposes within controlled airflow environment 106. Although the term "ambient

air" is used for description, it is appreciated, that in some implementations, the ambient

air may be treated before or after contacting the passive heat exchanger. For example,



ambient air 104 can be cooled by a chiller or filtered by a filter within ductwork 102 (see,

e.g., the system of FIG. 2 for one such implementation).

[0017] Controlled airflow environment 106 further includes air 114 outside of ductwork 102.

Air 114 can, for example, be treated (e.g., filtered and dehumidified) according t o quality

standards for use with equipment 108 within controlled airflow environment 106. For

example, in some implementations, controlled airflow environment 106 can include

multiple air systems, such as a first air system (e.g., system 100) that relies on ambient

air 104 for cooling certain equipment 108 within controlled airflow environment 106

and a second air system that relies on circulated, filtered, dehumidified, and chilled air

114 for cooling other equipment within controlled airflow environment 106. One

example of such a system is described and illustrated below with respect to FIG. 2. In

some implementations, controlled airflow environment 106 may be designed so as not

to rely on recirculation of air 114 or t o recirculate just a portion of air 114. For example,

in some implementations, air 114 outside of ductwork 102 may initially pass through an

air conditioning system to treat the air. Air 114 outside of ductwork 102 can, for

example, be provided to controlled airflow environment 106 at a positive pressure such

that the air is pressurized to flow through open windows, doorways, vents, or other

openings within controlled airflow environment 106.

[0018] As described above, system 100 includes ductwork 102, which can be designed t o

convey ambient air 104 from outside controlled airflow environment 106 and emit

ambient air 104 to outside controlled airflow environment 106. In some

implementations, ductwork 102 is sealed so as t o completely separate ambient air 104

from air 114 in controlled airflow environment 106. Ductwork 102 can be made of any

suitable material or combination of materials, such as for example suitable galvanized

steel, aluminum, fiberglass, combinations thereof, etc. Ductwork 102 may be made of

a suitably rigid or flexible material based on desired ducting characteristics of system

100.

[0019] As depicted for example in the diagram of system 100 of FIG. 1, in some

implementations, ductwork 102 may extend horizontally throughout controlled airflow

environment. It is appreciated, however, that ductwork 102 may extend vertically



through controlled airflow environment, which can, in some implementations, provide

for a chimney effect to facilitate flow of ambient air 104 through ductwork 102. In some

implementations, ductwork 102 is installed diagonally through controlled airflow

environment 106. Although ductwork 102 is depicted in controlled airflow environment

106 as extending in a single horizontal direction, it is appreciated that certain

implementations can include non-straight ductwork 102, such as ductwork with one or

more curves, bends, or corners. The path of ductwork 102 can, for example, be

designed to curve around structures within controlled airflow environment 106.

[0020] System 100 includes an inlet opening 116 to supply ambient air 104 from outside

controlled airflow environment 106 to ductwork 102 and an exhaust opening 118 t o

emit ambient air 104 from ductwork 102 t o outside controlled airflow environment 106.

In some implementations, inlet and exhaust openings 116 and 118 can be in the form

of respective openings within a wall or other surface of controlled airflow environment

106. In some implementations, such a wall or other surface of controlled airflow

environment 106 can include a reinforcing structure that is designed t o be coupled t o

ductwork 102 t o align and support ductwork 102. In some implementations, ductwork

102 can pass through such an opening of controlled airflow environment 106 so as t o

be aligned and supported by the opening. In some implementations, inlet and exhaust

openings 116 and 118 can, for example, include vents or other structures to restrict or

redirect ambient air 104 through system 100. In some implementations, inlet and

exhaust openings 116 and 118 can be coupled t o a panel, door, or other structure t o

close off the openings when system 100 is not in use.

[0021] As described above, system 100 can be used t o cool heat generating equipment 108

within controlled airflow environment 106. Equipment 108 can be in the form of any

suitable equipment that can generate heat. As but one example, equipment 108 can be

in the form of electrical equipment that generates heat due to electrical resistance from

electrical current. Equipment 108 can, for example, be in the form of a processor,

memory, storage device, network switch, I/O controller, network interface card (NICS),

Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) card, server, any suitable heat generating

component thereof.



[0022] In some implementations, equipment 108 can include an equipment housing 120 t o

secure equipment 108 within system 100. In some implementations, equipment

housing 120 can be in the form of a housing made of plastic, metal, or another suitable

material that includes openings for one or more buttons to allow an operator to interact

with equipment 108. In implementations where equipment 108 is in the form of a

computer server or component thereof, equipment housing 120 can, for example, be in

the form of a computer server housing (see, e.g., the implementation depicted in FIG.

3). Equipment housing 120 can, for example, include vents or other airway openings t o

allow air circulated within controlled airflow environment 106 to cool equipment 108.

[0023] In some implementations, equipment 108 can include a temperature sensor 122 that

can enable equipment 108 or another computing device to determine the temperature

of equipment 108. Temperature sensor 122 can, for example, be integrated with

equipment 108 or can be a discrete component coupled to equipment 108. As

described further below, temperature sensor 122 can be coupled t o a processor on

equipment 108 to allow equipment 108 to control the operation of fan 112 based on

readings from temperature sensor 122.

[0024] As described above, system 100 includes a passive heat exchanger, which in some

implementations is in the form of a thermosiphon 110 connected t o equipment 108 and

extending into an interior of ductwork 102 so as t o circulate a heat transfer medium to

cool equipment 108 by exchanging heat between equipment 108 and ambient air 104

in ductwork 102. The heat transfer medium can, for example, be circulated along

circulation path 168. Suitable heat transfer mediums can, for some implementations,

include fluids with low boiling temperatures. The selection of a suitable heat transfer

medium can, for example, be based on expected operating temperatures for equipment

108. In some implementations, thermosiphon 110 can include a first portion thermally

coupled t o equipment 108 and a second portion extending into an interior channel 124

of ductwork 102. In such implementations, thermosiphon 110 circulates the heat

transfer medium within an interior of the thermosiphon between the first portion and

the second portion to cool equipment 108 by exchanging heat between equipment 108

and ambient air 104 in interior channel 124 of ductwork 102.



[0025] Thermosiphon 110 can, for example, be in the form of a closed loop to allow the heat

transfer medium to circulate around the closed loop. Thermosiphon 110 can, for

example, rely on thermodynamic properties of the heat transfer medium to provide for

passive heat exchange based on convection to circulate the heat transfer medium

without the use of a mechanical pump. For example, in some implementations, the

heat transfer medium can be circulated through thermosiphon 110 when the heat

transfer medium at a bottom of thermosiphon 110 is heated by equipment 108, which

causes the heat transfer medium t o expand and become less dense. The heated

medium can then be moved upwards in the loop via convection, with heat transfer

medium cooled by ambient air 104 at the top of the loop in thermosiphon 110 in turn

moving t o the bottom of thermosiphon 110 t o replace the heated medium. Ambient

air 104 (now with heat discharged by equipment 108) continues to pass through interior

channel 124 of ductwork 102 and is ultimately emitted from exhaust opening 118 as

indicated by arrows 126. The thermosiphon can thereby act as a heat exchanger t o

transfer heat generated by equipment 108 t o ambient air 104, while allowing

equipment 108 to be separated from direct physical contact with ambient air 104.

[0026] Although many implementations of systems described herein refer t o the use of

thermosiphons as suitable passive heat exchangers, it is appreciated that other forms

of passive heat exchangers may be used. For example, in some implementations the

passive heat exchanger may be in the form of a solid state device or other suitable

device that can transfer heat from equipment 108 to ambient air 104 without requiring

a mechanical energy input. For example, passive heat exchangers can include devices

that rely on thermal differences between equipment 108 and ambient 104 to drive heat

from equipment 108 and ambient air 104. The use of passive heat exchangers can, in

some situations, reduce energy inputs of air systems and can be contrasted with other

types of heat exchangers, such as pump-driven heat exchangers, that rely on outside

energy sources. In some implementations, the passive heat exchanger can be in the

form of a suitable vapor chamber or heat pipe designed to exchange heat between

equipment 108 and ambient air 104 while otherwise isolating equipment 108 from

ambient air 104. It is appreciated that aspects described herein relating to the use of



design of thermosiphon 110 can be applicable t o other types of passive heat

exchangers.

[0027] In some implementations, multiple thermosiphons 110 can be connected t o a single or

multiple pieces of equipment 108 t o allow for additional heat exchange. For example,

a first thermosiphon 110 can be connected to a first heat generating processor on

equipment 108 and a second thermosiphon 110 can be connected to a second heat

generating processor on equipment 108. Likewise, a first thermosiphon 110 can be

connected t o a first piece of equipment 108 within system 100 and a second

thermosiphon 110 can be connected to a second piece of equipment 108 within system

100. In such implementations, a portion of each thermosiphon 110 can extend into an

interior of ductwork 102 t o circulate a heat transfer medium within each respective

thermosiphon 110 t o cool multiple pieces of equipment 108 or multiple heat generating

components on a single piece of equipment 108 by exchanging heat with ambient air

104 in ductwork 102. One example of such an implementation is described below with

respect to FIGs. 3-5.

[0028] As described above, system 100 includes fan 112 t o flow ambient air 104 through

ductwork 102. Fan 112 is connected to equipment 108 via connection 130 t o allow

equipment 108 t o control operation of fan 112. Connection 130 can, for example, be in

the form of a wired or wireless connection that allows signals relating to operation of

fan 112 t o be passed from equipment 108 t o fan 112. For example, in some

implementations, connection 130 can be in the form of a wired data cable connected at

a first end t o equipment 108 and at a second end to fan 112. In some implementations,

connection 130 can provide electrical power t o operate fan 112, whereas in other

implementations, fan 112 can be independently powered. In some implementations,

fan 112 can be positioned at any suitable location within ductwork 102 t o flow ambient

air 104. For example, in some implementations, fan 112 can be positioned upstream of

thermosiphon 110 t o "push" air past thermosiphon 110. One example of such an

implementation is depicted in FIG. 1. In some implementations, fan 112 may be

positioned downstream of thermosiphon 110 t o "pull" air past thermosiphon 110. In

some implementations, multiple fans 112 are used in system 100. For example, a first



fan 112 can be located upstream of thermosiphon 110 and a second fan 112 can be

located downstream of thermosiphon 110.

[0029] FIG. 2 illustrates a system 132 in accordance with another implementation. For

illustration, several elements of system 100 of FIG. 1 are used t o describe system 132.

It is appreciated, however, that one or more structural or functional aspects or

components of other systems described herein can be implemented in system 132 and

vice versa. Similar to certain implementations of ductwork 102 of system 100, ductwork

134 of system 132 seals ambient air 104 from air 114 within controlled airflow

environment 106 outside of ductwork 134. For example, similar to certain

implementations of system 100, ductwork 134 can: (1) receive, through an inlet opening

136 in controlled airflow environment 106, ambient air 104 from outside controlled

airflow environment 106, (2) pass ambient air 104 through an interior channel 138 of

ductwork 134, and (3) emit ambient air 104 t o outside controlled airflow environment

106 through an exhaust opening 140 formed in controlled airflow environment 106.

[0030] Similar to certain implementations of system 100 of FIG. 1, system 132 includes an

electrical computing device 142 with heat generating equipment 108. Electrical

computing device 142 can, for example, be in the form of a rack-mounted server

supported by a server rack 144. It is appreciated that in other implementations,

electrical computing device 142 can be supported by another suitable support. Similar

to certain implementations of system 100 of FIG. 1, system 132 includes a thermosiphon

110 including a first portion 146 thermally coupled t o heat generating equipment 108

and a second portion 148 extending into interior channel 138 of ductwork 134.

Thermosiphon 110 can circulate a heat transfer medium within an interior of the

thermosiphon 110 between first portion 146 and second portion 148 t o cool equipment

108 by exchanging heat between equipment 108 and ambient air 104 in interior channel

138 of ductwork 134. Similar to certain implementation of system 100 of FIG. 1, system

132 includes a fan 112 t o flow ambient air 104 through ductwork 134, with the

operation of fan 112 being controlled by equipment 108 based on a temperature of

equipment 108.



[0031] System 132 includes a filter 150 to filter ambient air 104 within ductwork 134. Filter 150

can, for example, be in the form of a device composed of fibrous materials designed to

remove solid particulates such as dust, pollen, mold, and bacteria from ambient air 104.

In some implementations, filter 150 can, for example, be in the form of a chemical air

filter that includes an absorbent or catalyst for the removal of airborne molecular

contaminants. Filter 150 can be positioned at any suitable location within ductwork 134

to filter ambient air 104. For example, in some implementations, filter 150 can be

positioned upstream or downstream of thermosiphon 110. In some implementations,

multiple filters 150 are used within ductwork 134.

[0032] System 100 includes a chiller 152 positioned upstream of thermosiphon 110 in ductwork

134 t o cool ambient air 104 within ductwork 134 before ambient air 104 reaches

thermosiphon 110. Chiller 152 can, for example, be suitable for use where ambient air

104 is at too high of a temperature to effectively transfer heat t o thermosiphon 110 to

cool equipment 108. In some implementations, chiller 152 can be designed to circulate

chilled water t o coils or other heat exchanging structures t o cool air within chiller 152.

Such heat exchanging structures within chiller 152 can transfer sensible heat and latent

heat from the air within chiller 152 t o the chilled water t o cool and, in some cases,

dehumidify air within chiller 152. In some implementations, chiller 152 can be designed

to use a refrigerant, such as R410a, R407c, and R134a, as a working fluid.

[0033] Similar t o system 100 of FIG. 1 described above, controlled airflow environment 106

can, for example, be in the form of a substantially sealed airspace enclosure designed

to house heat generating equipment such as equipment 108. In some implementations,

such as the implementation of system 100 depicted in FIG. 1, ductwork of system 132

can be directly connected to an interior opening 136 and exhaust opening 140 of

controlled airflow environment 106. However, in some implementations, for example

as depicted in the implementation of FIG. 2, controlled airflow environment 106 can

include a first portion 154 of ductwork 134 to connect to an upstream side of a system

ductwork 158, and a second portion 156 of ductwork 134 to connect t o a downstream

side of system ductwork 158. First portion 154 and second portion 156 of ductwork 134

can, for example, be installed within controlled airflow environment 106 and then



separately installed to system ductwork 158. During such an installation process, first

portion 154 and/or second portion 148 of ductwork 134 can be sized based on the

length of system ductwork 158 and the length between inlet opening 136 and exhaust

opening 140 of controlled airflow environment 106.

[0034] It is appreciated that one or more portions of ductwork within system 132 can include

multiple segments coupled together to form a single ductwork segment having an

interior channel. As but one example, first portion 154 of ductwork 134 can be formed

from two separate sub-portions fixed together to form a single "first portion" of

ductwork 134 having a continuous interior channel 138. In some implementations, each

ductwork segment is substantially straight and forms a substantially straight interior

channel 138. However, it is appreciated that in some implementations, certain

segments may be curved or multiple segments can be joined at an angle t o provide for

a non-straight interior channel 138. It is appreciated that certain components described

above, such as filter 150 and chiller 152 may be positioned within first portion 154 or

second portion 156 of ductwork 134 rather than within system ductwork 158. As an

example, in some implementations, filter 150 can be provided within first portion 154

of ductwork 134.

[0035] In some implementations, system 132 can include an air conditioner 160 t o condition

air 114 in controlled airflow environment 106 outside of ductwork 134. Air conditioner

160 can, for example, be used to filter, circulate (e.g., along circulation path 162), and

cool air 114 within controlled airflow environment 106 to specified office or work area

settings. Air conditioner 160 can, for example, include a chiller 164 for cooling air 114

in controlled airflow environment 106 outside of ductwork 134. Chiller 164 of air

conditioner 160 can include one or more aspects of chiller 152 described above for

chilling ambient air 104. In some implementations, air conditioner 160 can include a

filter 166, which can, for example, be used t o remove particulates in air 114 in controlled

airflow environment 106 outside of ductwork 134. Filter 166 of air conditioner 160 can

include one or more aspects of filter 150 described above for filtering ambient air 104.

In some implementations, air conditioner 160 can include a dehumidifier 167, which



can, for example, be used t o extract water from air 114 in controlled airflow

environment 106 outside of ductwork 102.

[0036] FIGs. 3-6 illustrate an example system 170 and components thereof, according t o a

specific implementation. In particular, FIG. 3 illustrates a front perspective view of

system 170 including two rows of eight thermosiphon assemblies 172 with ductwork

174 covering a first row of thermosiphon assemblies 172 and with ductwork of the

second row of thermosiphon assemblies 172 removed for illustration, FIG. 4 illustrates

another front perspective view of system 170 with portions of equipment housing 176

removed for illustration, FIG. 5 illustrates a bottom perspective view of system 170 with

portions of equipment housing 176 removed for illustration, and FIG. 6 illustrates a

thermosiphon 110 for use with system 170. For illustration, several elements of system

100 of FIG. 1 are used t o describe system 170. It is appreciated, however, that one or

more structural or functional aspects or components of other systems described herein

can be implemented in system 170 and vice versa.

[0037] In this implementation, system 170 is in the form of a telecommunication server for use

in a cellular tower. System 170 includes two parallel pieces of ductwork 174 that couple

with an upper surface 178 of equipment housing 176 t o form respective interior

channels through which ambient air 104 can pass. An array 171 of eight thermosiphon

assemblies 172 extend above upper surface 178 of equipment housing 176 into the

interior channels formed by ductwork 174. Equipment housing 176 includes ventilation

holes 180 through which non-ambient air within controlled airflow environment 106

can pass t o cool portions of equipment 108 housed without equipment housing 176.

That is, in this implementation, ambient air 104 within ductwork 174 (and sealed from

the rest of controlled airflow environment 106) is used t o indirectly cool equipment 108

via thermosiphon assemblies 172, whereas air outside of ductwork 174 (which can, for

example, be cooled, filtered, dehumidified, or otherwise treated by a separate air

conditioner) is used t o directly cool other portions of system 170. Such a system can, in

some implementations, allow system 170 t o leverage "dirty" ambient air 104 to assist

in cooling components of system 170 without worrying about ambient air 104

contaminating or otherwise interfering with operation of sensitive electronic



equipment 108, while relying on a separate air conditioner t o cool other components of

system that are not indirectly cooled by thermosiphon assembly 172.

[0038] As best shown in FIGs. 4 and 5 (in which a portion of equipment housing 176 is removed

for illustration), each thermosiphon assembly 172 includes an upper thermosiphon 110

and a lower thermosiphon 110, with each thermosiphon assembly 172 being positioned

over a respective computer processor (or other heat generating equipment) mounted

to a circuit board 182. For further illustration, FIG. 6 depicts an example thermosiphon

110 for use with system 170. In this implementation, each thermosiphon 110 includes

a first portion 146 designed t o be thermally coupled t o a heat generating portion of

equipment 108. First portion 146 can, for example, include a substantially flat surface

that mates with a corresponding flat surface of equipment 108. In some

implementations, first portion 146 can substantially cover and seal off equipment 108

from Thermosiphon 110 can further include one or more mounting holes 184 t o secure

thermosiphon 110 to equipment 108 or another structure of system 170 (e.g., t o circuit

board 182). Thermosiphon 110 further includes tubing 186 that extends from first

portion 146 to a second portion 148 to form a circuit for circulating heat transfer

medium through thermosiphon 110. As described above, ambient air 104 flows past

second portion 148 t o remove heat from thermosiphon 110.

[0039] In this implementation, each thermosiphon assembly 172 includes a housing 188 (not

shown in FIG. 6) t o secure and position each thermosiphon 110 within ductwork 174.

Each housing 188 further includes baffles 190 t o increase the efficiency of heat transfer

between ambient air 104 and thermosiphon 110. In this implementation, fan 112 is

positioned between thermosiphon assemblies 172 and includes a housing 192 that is

designed to force air to pass through spinning blades of fan 112 to increase the

efficiency of fan 112.

[0040] FIG. 7 illustrates a flowchart for a method 194 relating to the use of an improved cooling

system 100 using ambient air 104. For illustration, several elements of system 100 of

FIG. 1 are used t o describe method 194. It is appreciated, however, that one or more

structural or functional aspects or components of other systems described herein can

be used with method 194 and vice versa. Method 194 includes a step 196 of receiving



ambient air 104 in ductwork 102 through an inlet opening 116 positioned outside of a

controlled airflow environment 106. Arrows 128 of FIG. 1 depict one example of an

intake path for ambient air 104

[0041] Ductwork 102 is designed such that ambient air 104 is sealed from air 114 within

controlled airflow environment 106. Ambient air 104 can sucked into ductwork 102

from outside controlled airflow environment 106 due t o a pressure differential by fan

112 or another device positioned within ductwork 102. In some implementations,

temperature differences between ambient air 104 outside of controlled airflow

environment and air within ductwork 102 can force ambient air 104 into ductwork 102.

In some implementations, a fan 112 or other air blowing device is positioned upstream

of ductwork 102 and outside of controlled airflow environment 106 to blow ambient air

104 into ductwork 102.

[0042] Method 194 includes a step 198 of monitoring a temperature of equipment with a

temperature sensor 122 integrated with equipment 108. Temperature sensor 122 can,

for example, monitor equipment 108 through the use of periodic or semi-periodic

readings. Method 194 further includes a step 200 of controlling fan 112 in ductwork

102 t o flow ambient air 104 past a passive heat exchanger in the form of a thermosiphon

110 t o cause heat transfer medium to be circulated within thermosiphon 110 t o

regulate the temperature of equipment 108 within controlled airflow environment 106.

In some implementations, thermosiphon 110 includes a first end (e.g., corresponding t o

first portion 146) that is thermally coupled to equipment 108 and a second end (e.g.,

corresponding to second portion 148) that extends into ductwork 102. In some

implementations, control of fan 112 is based on the temperature of the equipment

monitored by temperature sensor 122. Method 194 further includes a step 202 of

emitting ambient air 104 through exhaust opening 140 and to outside controlled airflow

environment 106. Arrows 126 of FIG. 1 depict one example of an exhaust path for

ambient air 104. In some implementations, all of ambient air 104 that is received

through inlet opening 116 is emitted through exhaust opening 140. However, in other

implementations, less than all of the ambient air 104 that is received through inlet

opening 136 is emitted through exhaust opening 140. For example, in some



implementations, a portion of ambient air 104 can be exhausted through a suitable

outlet of ductwork 102 into controlled airflow environment 106 or another device of

controlled airflow environment 106.

[0043] As described above, certain implementations of systems described herein (e.g., system

132) can include air conditioner 160. In such implementations, method 194 can include

a step of receiving, with air conditioner 160, air 114 in controlled airflow environment

106 outside of ductwork 102. In such implementations, method 194 can further include

filtering air 114 received with air conditioner 160 t o remove particulates in air 114 and

flowing the filtered air 114 to controlled airflow environment 106 outside of ductwork

102. In some implementations, ductwork 102 can include one way valves or other

devices to receive air 114 from within controlled airflow environment 106 while

preventing ambient air 104 from being emitted outside of ductwork 102. Although the

flowchart of FIG. 7 and description of method 194 identify one order of performance, it

is appreciated that this order may be rearranged into another suitable order, may be

executed concurrently or with partial concurrence, include additional or comparable

steps to achieve the same or comparable functionality, or a combination thereof.

[0044] While certain implementations have been shown and described above, various

changes in form and details may be made. For example, some features that have been

described in relation t o one implementation and/or process can be related t o other

implementations. In other words, processes, features, components, and/or properties

described in relation t o one implementation can be useful in other implementations.

Furthermore, it should be understood that the systems, apparatuses, and methods

described herein can include various combinations and/or sub-combinations of the

components and/or features of the different implementations described. Thus,

features described with reference t o one or more implementations can be combined

with other implementations described herein.

[0045] The choice of materials for the parts described herein can be informed by the

requirements of mechanical properties, temperature sensitivity, moldability properties,

or any other factor apparent to a person having ordinary skill in the art. For example,



one more of the parts (or a portion of one of the parts) can be made from suitable

plastics, metals, and/or other suitable materials.

The above discussion is meant to be illustrative of the principles and various

embodiments of the present disclosure. Numerous variations and modifications will

become apparent to those skilled in the art once the above disclosure is fully

appreciated. It is intended that the following claims be interpreted to embrace all such

variations and modifications.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A system comprising:

ductwork for conveying ambient air from outside a controlled airflow environment to

cool equipment within the controlled airflow environment, the ductwork being sealed t o

separate the ambient air from air in the controlled airflow environment, the ductwork including

an inlet opening to supply the ambient air from outside the controlled airflow environment to

the ductwork and an exhaust opening to emit the ambient air from the ductwork to outside the

controlled airflow environment;

a passive heat exchanger connectable to the equipment and extending into an interior

of the ductwork to exchange heat between the equipment and the ambient air in the ductwork;

and

a fan to flow the ambient air through the ductwork, the fan being connectable to the

equipment to allow the equipment to control the operation of the fan.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the passive heat exchanger is in the form of a

thermosiphon connectable to the equipment and extending into the interior of the ductwork

to circulate a heat transfer medium to cool the equipment by exchanging heat between the

equipment and the ambient air in the ductwork.

3. The system of claim 1, further comprising:

a filter for filtering the ambient air within the ductwork.

4 . The system of claim 1, further comprising:

a chiller positioned upstream of the heat exchanger in the ductworkto cool the ambient

air within the ductwork before it reaches the heat exchanger.

5 . The system of claim 1, further comprising:

an air conditioner to condition the air in the controlled airflow environment outside of

the ductwork.



6. The system of claim 5, wherein the air conditioner includes a chiller for cooling the air

in the controlled airflow environment outside of the ductwork.

7 . The system of claim 5, wherein the air conditioner includes a filter for removing

particulates in the air in the controlled airflow environment outside of the ductwork.

8 . The system of claim 5, wherein the air conditioner includes a dehumidifier to extract

water from the air in the controlled airflow environment outside of the ductwork.

9 . The system of claim 5, wherein the air conditioner is designed t o circulate the air in the

controlled airflow environment outside of the ductwork.

10. The system of claim 1, wherein the controlled airflow environment includes ductwork

to connect to the ductwork of the system.

11. The system of claim 1, further comprising multiple thermosiphons connectable to

multiple pieces of equipment and extending into the interior of the ductwork to circulate a heat

transfer medium to cool the multiple pieces of equipment by exchanging heat between the

multiple pieces of equipment and the ambient air in the ductwork.

12. A method comprising:

receiving ambient air through an inlet opening of ductwork of a controlled airflow

environment, the ambient air being sealed from air within the controlled airflow environment

outside of the ductwork;

monitoring a temperature of the equipment with a temperature sensor integrated with

the equipment;

controlling a fan in the ductwork to flow the ambient air past a passive heat exchanger

to cool the equipment, wherein the heat exchanger includes a first end that extends into the

ductwork and a second end that is thermally coupled to the equipment, and wherein control of

the fan is based on the monitored temperature of the equipment; and

emitting the ambient air through an exhaust opening and t o outside the controlled

airflow environment.



13. The method of claim 12, further comprising:

receiving, with an air conditioner, air in the controlled airflow environment outside of

the ductwork;

filtering the air received with the air conditioner to remove particulates in the air; and

flowing the filtered air t o the controlled airflow environment outside of the ductwork.

14. A system comprising:

ductwork within a controlled airflow environment, the ductwork to receive, through a

first opening in the controlled airflow environment, ambient air from outside the controlled

airflow environment, the ductwork to pass the ambient air through an interior channel of the

ductwork, the ductwork to emit the ambient air t o outside the controlled airflow environment

through a second opening formed in the controlled airflow environment, and the ductwork to

seal the ambient air from air within the controlled airflow environment outside of the ductwork;

an electrical computing device including heat generating equipment;

a thermosiphon including a first portion thermally coupled to the heat generating

equipment and a second portion extending into the interior channel of the ductwork, the

thermosiphon to circulate a heat transfer medium within an interior of the thermosiphon

between the first portion and the second portion to cool the equipment by exchanging heat

between the equipment and the ambient air in the interior channel of the ductwork; and

a fan for flowing the ambient air through the ductwork, the operation of the fan being

controlled by the equipment based on the temperature of the equipment.

15. The system of claim 14, wherein the electrical computing device includes a temperature

sensor t o determine the temperature of a portion of the electrical computing device, and

wherein the electrical computing device is t o control the operation of the fan based on

a temperature reading of the temperature sensor.
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